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Abstract
Background
Since 2011, we have witnessed the rise of ‘dark net’ drug marketplaces known as cryptomarkets. Cryptomarkets operate on the same model as eBay as they provide a platform where authorized vendors can set up a virtual shop and place listings. Building on a growing body of literature that seeks to understand cryptomarket participants, this paper seeks to explain the decision of cryptomarket vendors to take on risk.

Methods
We collected data on Silk Road 1 (SR1), the first cryptomarket launched in 2011. We propose a multilevel model that takes into account the characteristics of listings, vendors and their environment to explain the decision of vendors to take on risk.

Results
Our results demonstrate that all levels in the model significantly explain the decision to take on risk. Risk taking, operationalized as a willingness to ship drugs across international borders, was associated with the weights of drug packages mailed, the vendors’ reputations and numbers of listings, the country-level perceived effectiveness of law enforcement according to experts, and the opportunities available to vendors as measured by the wealth and the drug expenditures of potential customers.

Conclusions
Our results support some previous research findings on the factors explaining risk taking. We extend existing literature by emphasizing the relevance of the environment of drug dealers to predict risk taking.
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Introduction

Online illicit markets are virtual meeting places where illicit goods and services can be bought and sold (Holt & Lampke, 2010). These markets have traditionally been hosted in chat rooms and discussion forums and have mostly attracted financial fraudsters and computer hackers. Recently, a second generation of online illicit marketplaces started to gain traction (Martin, 2014a). Known as cryptomarkets, they differentiate themselves from first generation online illicit markets by their focus on the sale of drugs (Aldridge & Décary-Hétu, 2014; Christin, 2013) and the operational security they provide.

Cryptomarkets have garnered considerable attention from researchers recently (see Christin, 2013; Barratt et al., 2014; Martin, 2014a, 2014b). Visually, they are very similar to online marketplaces like eBay with their list of products and their individual pages for listings and vendor profiles. On the business end, cryptomarkets operate on the same model as eBay; they provide a platform where authorized vendors can set up a virtual shop and place listings. Market administrators establish the basic rules under which all market participants must operate (Christin, 2013). Vendors and customers come from all over the world though most come from Western countries such as the United States, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands and Canada (Christin, 2013). The 1st cryptomarket, Silk Road (SR1), was launched in February 2011. Although it was eventually taken down by law enforcement late in 2013, SR1 appeared to provide a high level of security and anonymity to its participants. Indeed, of the hundreds of thousands of participants, only a very small fraction was reported being arrested following the take down of the cryptomarket (Branwen, 2015).

Building on a growing body of literature characterizing cryptomarket participants (see Christin, 2013; Barratt et al., 2014; Martin, 2014a, 2014b), this paper seeks to explain the decision of cryptomarket vendors to take on risks. Risk has been modeled as a driving force for offenders in general and drug dealers in particular. Research attention has so far focused on the personal characteristics that push individuals towards risk taking and offending. The research reported in this paper extends beyond these individual-level factors in explaining risk taking to include environmental factors, building in part on Rhodes’ (2002) past research. Understanding how and when drug dealers take on risks is important because it helps us to predict how cryptomarkets will impact global drug sales. Indeed, cryptomarkets provide a new distribution channel for drug dealers; if and when this distribution channel replaces parts of the traditional drug smuggling and drug dealing will depend in part on the risk-taking behavior of cryptomarket participants.

This paper begins with a definition of the general concept of risk. Section 1 and 2 present explanations for risk taking and the types of risks that drug dealers face. Section 3 presents the rationale for studying risk in the context of cryptomarkets. Section 4 introduces our dataset, a copy of Silk Road 1 (SR1), the first cryptomarket to be launched in 2011. It also presents our multilevel model which predicts the willingness of vendors to ship their drugs internationally, our proxy for risk taking. Section 5 and 6
highlight our contribution to the literature on risk taking as well as the policy implications of our findings.

**On the willingness to take on risks**

In its most generic form, risk can be defined as “a measure of exposure to danger, of the likelihood and the extent of loss” (Garland, 2003: p.2) and it abounds in uncertain situations where outcomes are difficult to predict. While offenders vary in their willingness to take on risks, researchers have found that they score higher on the risk-taking scale (van Duyne, 1999; Lane & Cherek, 2000; Smith, 2009; Murat et al., 2014) though some have failed to detect a significant difference between offenders and non-offenders (Krueger et al., 1994). The propensity for risk taking is correlated with the level of criminal activity (Becker, 1974; Ehrlich, 1974; de Mesquita & Cohen 1995; McCarthy, 2002).

There are competing explanations as to why offenders, whose activities involve the potential for harm, are willing – or indeed not willing – to take on risks. The most common explanations center on psychological factors. These include psychopathy (Swoger et al., 2010), low self-control (Gottfredson & Hirschi, 1990) and the ability to delay gratification and temperance (Little, 2006; Romer et al, 2010). These last two factors relate to a cost/benefit analysis by offenders who evaluate the costs of taking on risks versus the potential rewards of taking on those risks. Psychological factors also extend to offenders who perceive themselves as invincible; some have such faith in their ‘unique’ abilities that they believe themselves able to take on more risks than others (McCarthy & Hagan, 2005). Another common explanation of risk taking centers on the personal and social capital of offenders. More experienced, older offenders tend to take on fewer risks (Gardner & Steinberg, 2005). Those with few opportunities and little access to legitimate and illegitimate opportunities and resources are more willing to take on risky behaviours (Black & Ricardo, 1994; Gardner & Steinberg, 2005). Taking on risks may, finally, be motivated by situational factors such as being intoxicated (Lane et al., 2004) and peer pressure (Hensley, 1977; Gardner & Steinberg, 2005).

**The risks of dealing drugs**

Past research on the risks of dealing drugs has mainly focused on the risk of arrest (Reuter & Kleinman, 1986; Reuter & Haaga, 1989; MacCoun & Reuter, 1992; May & Hough, 2004) as drug dealers are prime targets for law enforcement. We suggest that for drug dealers, the nature of risk can usefully be categorized into four domains: the risk of arrest, the risk of violence, the risk to profits and the risk to reputation.

The risk of arrest varies depending on the drug dealers’ roles and positions (Reuter & Haaga, 1989) and their proximity to both money and drugs (Skolnick et al., 1990). Researchers have found that the risk of arrest is much higher for drug dealers than for drug users (Reuter & Kleinman, 1986; Bouchard & Tremblay, 2005) and, in comparison, to many other types of offenders (Skolnick et al., 1990; Bouchard & Tremblay, 2005). The risk of arrest varies by the type of drug sold and varies depending on the setting and the time period (e.g. Reuter & Kleinman, 1986; Reuter & Haaga, 1989; Bouchard & Tremblay, 2005). An important predictor of the risk of arrest is the level of law enforcement (Reuter & Kleinman, 1986) with increased enforcement leading to higher risk of arrest.
Law enforcement also poses a risk of violence to drug dealers. Case study research has shown that drug dealers may be victims of violence at the hands of law enforcement agents either during an arrest or during their daily interactions with them (Werb et al., 2008). Competitors (Reuter & Kleinman, 1986; Reuter & Haaga, 1989; Skolnick et al., 1990) and customers (May & Hough, 2004; Fitzgerald, 2009; Fairlie, 2014; Topalli et al., 2015) may also employ violence or threats to steal money and drugs from dealers.

These victimizations are one of the factors that may pose a risk to profits. This risk may be incurred in a number of ways, including the loss of drugs or money following an arrest (Caulkins et al., 1999; Fairlie, 2014) or theft by competitors (Reuter & Kleinman, 1986; Reuter & Haaga, 1989; Skolnick et al., 1990; Caulkins et al., 1999), customers (Caulkins et al., 1999; Fairlie, 2014) and employees (Caulkins et al., 1999). A drug dealer’s profits may also be affected by customers who default on payments (Reuter & Haaga, 1989) or when the drugs they source as stock for resale are not as advertised (Caulkins et al., 1999).

To maintain profits, drug dealers need to minimize their risk to reputation. Reputation is an important capital for drug dealers who can build a reputation based on their use of violence, their fairness, the quality of their drugs or their customer service. Competitors and customers are much less likely to steal or otherwise threaten dealers who have a reputation for violence and retaliation (Jacobs et al., 2000; Anderson, 2000; Topalli et al., 2015). A reputation for fairness is also important for building long-term associations with business partners, employees and customers, thereby reducing the odds that these individuals will become informants (Reuter & Kleinman, 1986; Denton & O’Malley, 1999). Rumors can affect drug dealers’ reputations and expose them to violence, to arrest and to lost opportunities; drug dealers must therefore build and care for their reputation.

When facing any of these four risks, successful drug dealers will adapt. Adaptations identified by researchers connected to offline markets include: sourcing of drugs locally rather than via importation; adopting new technologies like pagers and cellphones (Adler, 1993; Reuter & Kleinman, 1986; Caulkins et al., 1999; May & Hough, 2004; Bouchard, 2007); selling only to trusted customers and; choosing safer locations to conduct sales (Johnson & Natarajan, 1995; Cross, 2000; Moloney et al., 2015). For drug dealers, the “risks associated with drug sales are not simply passively accepted but are actively navigated” (Moloney et al., 2015: p.4). Drug dealers should be considered active agents (Johnson & Natarajan, 1995) who decide “what to sell, where to sell and whom to sell to” (Moloney et al., 2015: p.4; see also Bouchard & Tremblay, 2005).

**Taking on risks and the shift to cryptomarkets**

The decision to discriminate to whom drug dealers sell is linked to a shift from risky open drug markets to closed drug markets (May & Hough, 2004) and the adoption of pagers and cellphones. More recently, another shift, motivated this time by the adaptation of encrypted communications, has pushed drug dealers away from closed drug markets towards ‘anonymous open’ markets (Aldridge & Décary-Hétu, forthcoming) hosted on the Internet. Researchers have long established that prescription drugs have been made available illegally online (Yang et al., 2001; Littlejohn et al., 2005; Levchenko et al., 2011; Leontiadis et al., 2013). It has only been since 2011, however, with the launch of Silk Road, that we have
witnessed the large scale supply of a wide range of illegal drugs sold online on via ‘dark net’ drug marketplaces known as cryptomarkets that offer a high level of anonymity to their users.

Dealing drugs on cryptomarkets rather than in traditional offline drug markets may change the risks to which drug dealers are exposed. Cryptomarkets may first change the risk of detection and arrest by protecting a vendor’s identity. At least at this point in time, drug law enforcement officials will have relatively limited experience investigating online drug sales and financial transaction in cryptocurrencies. Law enforcement is therefore likely to be less effective when targeting cryptomarket vendors. Operating online also changes the risk of violence as it eliminates the need for face-to-face transactions. Using violence to resolve conflicts or steal can therefore not be an option. The risk to profits is still present in cryptomarkets as vendors sourcing their stock online could purchase weaker than advertised drugs or have some of their packages seized in transit. The use of escrow and the inability for customers to purchase on credit may, however, work to limit the risks to profits. Anecdotal evidence also suggests that the risks of seizures are low (Branwen, 2015) though the data to compare offline and online risk of seizures are lacking at the moment. Finally, cryptomarkets impact the risk to reputation through the use of online automated feedback systems which record the interactions between vendors and buyers. Vendors are therefore able not only to build a certain reputation but to broadcast this reputation, without interference, to all of the cryptomarket participants and use it to foster their resources and opportunities.

Cryptomarkets provide a new distribution channel for which the costs and benefits associated with risk taking are still very much unknown. This raises many questions about the profile of individuals who are willing to take on the risks of dealing drugs on cryptomarkets and the context in which they are likely to do so. Would these individuals be limited only to the most daring risk takers? Or would these individuals include some who were unwilling to take on the risks of dealing drugs before and who are now drawn in to dealing because of the features of cryptomarkets? This paper provides the first empirical insights into the concept of risk taking in the context of cryptomarkets and seeks to explain the decision of cryptomarket vendors to take on risk. As cryptomarket vendors are a very difficult population to reach, this study will seek to understand risk taking by using digital trace estimates of risk taking activity in online sales rather than self-reported risk taking. To do so, we propose a multilevel model that takes into account the characteristics of the drugs being sold, the characteristics of the vendors and the characteristics of the environment in which the vendors operate. This model measures the risk taking of vendors by predicting the factors that lead to a specific risky behavior, shipping drugs internationally (across national borders) rather than only domestically.

Shipping internationally can be considered as a risky activity because it increases the risks of detection when drugs move across international borders (Volery, 2015). The risks of shipping internationally are highlighted by a systematic review of press articles that detail the arrests of cryptomarket participants. Branwen (2015) found that as of May 2015, 62% (70/113) of cryptomarket vendors that had been arrested were arrested in connection to international shipments. Because of the risks associated with shipping internationally, only a subset of cryptomarket vendors are willing to do so. These individuals could be considered as risk takers (Neumann & Morgenstern, 1944) and provide us with an opportunity to understand how vendors take on risk in the particular context of online drug dealing.
Understanding how and when drug dealers take on risks will help us to predict how cryptomarkets will impact global drug sales. As cryptomarkets provide a new distribution channel for drug dealers, the risks associated with their use is still very much unknown. Many dealers may therefore be reluctant to take on the gamble of dealing drugs online. Understanding the conditions under which drug dealers are willing to take on risk online will allow us to better predict the likely adoption rate of cryptomarkets and model the benefits and harms associated with this new distribution channel.

Data and methods

Data collection

We collected our data from the first major cryptomarket, SR1, from September 13th to September 15th 2013. To do so, the DATACRYPTO (Décary-Hétu & Aldridge, 2015a) tool we developed logged in to the cryptomarket and downloaded a copy of all of the listings, vendor profiles and customers’ feedback. The SR1 dataset, once cleaned, included 7,487 listings from 923 vendors operating in 35 countries, down from the initially collected 11,904 listings (see Appendix A for more details on the sampling strategy). Some might perceive the selection of the first cryptomarket as a limitation. We provide here, however, benchmark data to which data collected in connection to later marketplaces can be compared – particularly relevant in the present context, where risk has risen with more and more arrests taking place. These benchmark data are particularly useful, having been collected at a time when vendors felt relatively impervious and could therefore act with a relative impunity.

While the DATACRYPTO tool provided us with an extensive picture of cryptomarket activities back in 2013, we also gathered further information on the vendors’ environment using open sources. The total national expenditure (in millions $USD) on illicit drugs in each of the vendors’ country is based on the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) World Drugs Report (2005). While dated, this source of data is, to the best of our knowledge, the most recent available for all of the countries in our sample; there are no indications as to why newer figures were not made available in more recent versions of the report. As the report only provides data per capita expenditure aggregated at the regional and continent level, the per capita expenditure on drugs from the region or continent was multiplied by the number of inhabitants in each country in 2013 (World Bank, 2015). Again, while not perfect, this measure is the most up-to-date information available on drug expenditures that covers all of the countries from which SR1 vendors operated. The gross domestic product per capita (GDP), a measure of the wealth of individuals in a country, comes from the World Bank (2013). The perceived effectiveness of law enforcement in each country of operation was measured by the ‘Factor 8’ of the ‘rule of Law Index’ in the survey from the World Justice Project (2013), a project launched in 2006 by the president of the American Bar Association (World Justice Project, 2015). The survey asks relevant experts about their perception of the efficiency and integrity of the criminal justice system in their own countries, taking into account domestic corruption. Finally, we also collected qualitative data from a cryptomarket forum on relevant shipping-related discussions. We do not present these data in the results, but use these to reflect on our analysis in the discussion section of the paper. We paraphrased our selections from these forums and removed any identifying information, to protect the anonymity of participants (Décary-Hétu & Aldridge, 2015b).
The multilevel model
The dependent variable is a dichotomous indicator of the willingness of the vendors to take on risks as measured by their willingness to ship internationally (1) or domestically (0) in each of their listings. Listings willing to ship to any country besides the one from which the associated vendor was located were considered as willing to ship internationally.

The listing level includes three variables: weight, competitive advantage and drug types. The weight was extracted from the title of each listing. To weigh the drugs sold as pills, we enlisted the help of a pharmacist who weighed different concentrations of nine types of prescription pills (Xanax, Viagra, Valium, Oxycodone, Cialis, Clonazepam, Modafinil, Lorazepam and Levitra) that represented 39% of all prescription pills in our population. The weight per pill varied from 0.05 to 0.61 grams with an average of 0.19 grams (S.D. = 0.14; CV = 0.71). Given the limited variance in weight, the number of pills in each listing was multiplied by the average weight. Drugs that could not be weighed in grams were removed from the sample. Vendors may be willing to take on more risk with smaller weights as lighter packages may be more difficult to detect for law enforcement (Volery, 2015) and may incur fewer risks to profits if intercepted. Alternatively, vendors may only be willing to take on risk if they stand to earn more profits through large shipments. The competitive advantage measures the ratio between the listing’s price per gram and the price per gram of listings for the same drug type from vendors based in other countries. We expect here that the risk of shipping internationally should be compensated by the profits that can be made at the international level; vendors with a competitive advantage over others should therefore take on more risks (Reuter & Haaga, 1989). Finally, the drug types were added as control variables and were coded as mutually exclusive dummy variables with tobacco as the comparison category. SR1 separated listings in ten categories (cannabis, dissociative, ecstasy, opioid, prescription, precursor, psychedelic, stimulant, tobacco and ‘other’ remaining drugs) and this classification was checked manually to confirm the validity of the data. Drug types were included in the multilevel model but are not presented in Table 2 to improve its clarity as the results are only indicative of whether certain drug types predict risk taking more or less than the reference category.

The vendor level includes four variables: vendor rating, estimated yearly revenues, product diversity and number of listings. SR1 provided for each vendor an aggregated vendor rating based on the customers’ feedback. As 71% of vendors had a perfect 5/5 rating, the variable was recoded in two mutually exclusive categories, the vendors with a perfect score (1) and the other vendors (0). We expect the vendors with a less than perfect rating to take on more risk. Past research (Black & Ricardo, 1994; Gardner & Steinberg, 2005) has found that offenders with fewer opportunities and resources are more willing to take on risks and vendors may not have much opportunities when competing domestically against vendors with perfect rating scores. While feedback was not mandatory on SR1, it was strongly encouraged by the administrators, making feedbacks a commonly used proxy for the number of sales on cryptomarkets (Soska & Christin, 2015; Aldridge & Décahy-Hétu, 2014). Estimated yearly revenues were thus calculated by multiplying the number of feedbacks for each listing in the 30-day period before the collection date by the price of the listing. Revenues were then multiplied by 12 to obtain yearly estimates and aggregated at the vendor level. Contrary to Soska & Christin (2015) who opted to remove from their sample all of the listings priced over $50,000 USD as well as those too far from the mean, we
decided to manually assess all of the listings over $10,000 USD and to remove only the listings that were clearly marked as having a ‘holding price’. The ‘holding price’ indication was used by dealers who wanted to keep their listing up but did not want anyone making a purchase while they were out of stock. We also expect vendors with smaller revenues to take on more risk in order to expand their illegitimate opportunities. Finally, the product diversity is the number of drug categories a vendor is offering listings in. It is controlled by the number of listings.

The environment level includes four variables: the national drug expenditure on illicit drugs, the GDP per capita, the domestic competition per 1,000,000 inhabitants and the perceived effectiveness of law enforcement. The national drug expenditure and the GDP per capita provide an estimate of the potential customer pool in each country. We expect vendors to be willing to take on more risk should the opportunities in their own country be limited. The domestic competition per 1,000,000 inhabitants is a measure of the number of vendors selling the same drug category in the same country. For the same reasons, we also expect the vendors operating in the countries with the highest level of competition to be willing to take on more risk. Finally, the perceived effectiveness of law enforcement will control for the risk of arrest of vendors. Vendors in countries with a higher perceived level of effectiveness of law enforcement may be less willing to take on more risks.

Analysis
The purpose of multilevel models is to predict a dependent variable based on explanatory variables associated with different levels (Scott et al., 2013). Multilevel models help to avoid violating the assumption of independence of errors since they control for the group effect within a sample. Our multilevel model estimates the relationship between listings shipping internationally and independent variables measured at three levels: listings that are nested into vendors, and vendors that are nested into environment (or countries). As the dependent variable is dichotomous, we selected a nonlinear model and a random intercept three-level Hierarchical Generalized Linear Model (HGLM). The HLM7 software was used to run the analysis (Raudenbush et al., 2004). All variables with a skewed distribution were logged.

Results
The main objective of this paper is to explain the decision of cryptomarket vendors to take on risk. The descriptive statistics are first presented in Table 1. Since some variables are highly skewed, the median and the interquartile range (IQR) are presented. In line with past research (Murat et al., 2014; Smith, 2009; van Duyne, 1999; Lane & Cherek, 2000; Weinfurt & Bush, 1995), they show that many cryptomarket vendors could be considered risk takers, as those willing to ship internationally hold 69% of all listings and about 61% of revenues. This finding is important as it demonstrates how common the form of risk taking we have chosen – the willingness to ship internationally - is. While still indicative of the features of risk takers, our results therefore probably do not only apply to the most extreme risk takers but instead to a larger portion of the vendor community who has a propensity for risk taking.
Results from the multilevel analysis found that listings shipping internationally varied depending on the characteristics of vendors ($\chi^2 = 2889.37$, DDL = 884) and the environment in which these vendors operated ($\chi^2 = 162.07$, DDL = 30). These findings demonstrate that the use of a multilevel model is appropriate and desired for the data structure. Results of the model with fixed predictors are presented in Table 2.

At the listing level, smaller weights are associated with listings shipping internationally (Coefficient = -0.315). No association was found between listings shipping internationally and their competitive advantage. At the vendor level, vendors with less than perfect ratings were more likely to be associated with listings shipping internationally (Coefficient = -0.314). Also, listings shipping internationally were positively associated with vendors offering more products overall (Coefficient = 0.389). At the environment level, a significant negative relationship was found between listings shipping internationally and drug expenditure (Coefficient = -2.115) of the vendors’ country. Listings shipping internationally were also negatively associated with the GDP per capita (Coefficient= -3.358) and the perceived efficiency of law enforcement (Coefficient= -16.712) of the vendor’s country. No association was found for domestic competition.

**Discussion**

Our analysis was predicated on the assumption that offering international shipments is indicative of the willingness of cryptomarket vendors to take on risk. Forum discussions confirmed that the risk of loss was believed to be increased for international shipments among cryptomarket participants: “packages have a higher chance of being inspected internationally, and therefore higher probability of seizure” and “the worst thing about international sales is that buyers can more easily claim they did not receive the package”. Cryptomarkets have been described as international markets where illegal drugs can be shipped to and from anywhere in the world (Christin, 2013; Martin, 2014a). Vendors willing to ship internationally generated about 61% of estimated revenues on SR1 from 69% of all listings. This suggests that vendors willing to take on risk by shipping internationally – quite apart from how often they actually did – were important to the operations of SR1. This class of vendors spawns above and beyond the smaller number of extreme risk takers and includes a larger number of vendors who vary in their risk taking propensity. Further research should build on our model and seek to apply it to the subset of vendors who score the highest on a risk-taking scale (such as Blais & Weber’s (2006) DOSPERT scale).

In our sample, the environment level variables played a key role in explaining risk taking by cryptomarket vendors; the setting in which vendors operate has an important impact on their decision to offer international shipping. The environment has been known for over a decade to impact harm reduction efforts and increase drug users’ risks (Rhodes, 2002). Cutbacks in social programs, shortages of clean needles and syringes and an increase in the use of cocaine in Vancouver in the late 1990s created the perfect conditions for an HIV outbreak among injectable drug users (O’Shaughnessy, Montaner, Strathdee & Schechter, 1998). This environment forced drug users to adopt riskier behaviors to sustain their drug habit. Our results fall in line with such findings and suggests that the environment shapes the decision of drug dealers to offer international shipping.
This study extends the literature on risk taking on drug dealing which has focused on psychological factors (Swoger et al., 2010; Little, 2006; Romer et al., 2010), situational factors (Hensley, 1977; Gardner & Steinberg, 2005) as well as personal and social capital (Black & Ricardo, 1994; Gardner & Steinberg, 2005). Vendors in countries with a lower national drug expenditure and a lower GDP per capita were significantly more likely to take on more risk by offering international shipping. Our finding that cryptomarket vendors in poorer countries and those with less expenditure on illegal drugs suggests that these vendors may lack a sufficient market of ‘good’ customers domestically, pressuring them to take the risk of accessing the market of international customers made available through cryptomarkets. This is an important change as drug dealers in physical markets (with the exception of importers) are limited to customers in their general geographical vicinity (Reuter, 1983). Cryptomarkets can therefore increase the opportunities of certain drug dealers, though at the possible cost of additional risks. These findings should be considered with care however as the drug expenditure measures, though the only ones available for all of the countries in our sample, date back from 2005.

Drug dealers who lack access to certain resources or opportunities have been found to be more willing to take on risk (Black & Ricardo, 1994; Gardner & Steinberg, 2005). Reputation is a resource to which some drug dealers may have limited access to. We operationalized reputation using customer feedback ratings, comparing those with perfect ratings associated with their vendor profiles to those with less than perfect ratings. The latter may perceive themselves to be at a relative competitive disadvantage and, as a result, may have been willing to offer international shipping to mitigate the negative impact of their less than perfect customer feedback scores. The causal direction of this explanation may operate in reverse: selling internationally may negatively affect a vendor’s rating because of a higher number of intercepted or delayed shipments. Research suggests that risk takers may perceive benefits in a gamble (Becker, 1974; De Mesquita & Cohen, 1995) especially when perceived costs are not prohibitive. Perfectly rated vendors, therefore, may conclude that the loss of vendor reputation is not worth the risk that international sales may entail. Forum discussions corroborated this interpretation: “You have to factor in the increased chance of international packages being seized, and accept the risk to yourself of the loss of funds”; “When sending to other countries, never send more than you can afford to lose”.

At the listing level, smaller packages were more likely to be shipped internationally. This was expected as smaller packages were less likely to be inspected (Volery, 2015). The literature tells us that, even given the varying propensity to risk taking amongst individual drug sellers, these risks are actively managed and reduced (Johnson & Natarajan, 1995; Moloney et al., 2015). Vendors may be willing to ship internationally if they believe that smaller packages would be less likely to be searched or confiscated by border officials, thus reducing the chance that a shipment would not reach a customer, with the risks of arrest, to profit and to reputation that ensue. It seems likely that shipments in smaller drugs quantities would be less easily identified using the strategies of border officials (dogs, visual inspections, X-rays, scanners) and thus selected for investigation as a result (U.S. Department of Homeland Security, 2014). Forum discussion confirmed that many vendors believed that smaller consignments were safer for international shipping: “Anything that will fit in a plain letter envelope is much more likely to make it through customs”; “If it fits in a bubble mailer and/or weighs less than 13 oz, you should be safer” and; “The trick to international shipping is making the package appear to
contain nothing more than a few papers”. Making low weight shipments may therefore be an adaptation technique for reducing the risks incurred through international sales.

The perceived effectiveness of law enforcement appears to impact the vendors’ decision to offer international shipping. In the context of dark net drug sales, this finding makes sense. Indeed, even where an international shipment is successfully traced back to a vendor, ineffective law enforcement in a vendor’s own jurisdiction may work to reduce the chances of successful prosecution. Moreover, as the majority of inspections are made when packages are leaving or entering a country (Volery, 2015), many vendors may have felt that an effective law enforcement would more likely intercept drug packages on their way out of the country, thereby increasing their risk of arrest. Our findings contradict those of Holt and colleagues, who found that that the scarcity of arrests in online illicit markets is seen as a sign of the low-level threat that law enforcement poses: “the greatest risks to buyers and sellers came from within the market rather than from external sources of social control” (Holt et al., 2015: p. 89). SR1’s vendors clearly did perceive legal risks associated with their activities, and our findings confirm that those operating in jurisdictions with perceived inefficient law enforcement were more likely to take the risk of offering international shipping. Holt’s research, however, focused on online markets for computer hacking and financial fraud, which may explain the difference in our results. Cryptomarket vendors deal in material goods, unlike those operating in online computer hacking markets, for example. Most vendors will also be engaging in offline drugs markets to source their supply, making the influence of local law enforcement more relevant to their operations.

Interestingly, the number of domestic competitors and the competitive advantage of listings were not associated with a willingness to ship internationally. This is surprising given that we expected both variables to increase risk taking in line with past research on drug dealers from Black & Ricardo (1994) and Gardner & Steinberg (2005). One possible explanation for this finding is that vendors may not have collated as detailed information about their competitors as we did. Doing so would have required browsing international competitor listings, and then calculating the average price of listings of domestic and international competitors. Vendors may have neglected to do so, or have done so insufficiently comprehensively to generate an accurate picture of the market. Alternatively (or additionally), in the growing market at SR1 was at the time (Aldridge & Décary-Hétu, 2014), vendors may have perceived their income from domestic sales to be sufficient, such that there was no need to take this risk. The same may apply to domestic competition where vendors may not be aware of the number of competitors in their own country. They may wrongly feel that competition is limited when in fact it isn’t.

We anticipated the possibility that vendors generating high revenues might be insufficiently motivated to ship abroad - a gamble not worth taking - but that vendors with lower revenues might be motivated as a result to take this risk. However, we did not find a significant relationship between a vendor’s estimated yearly revenues and willingness to ship internationally. It is possible that our broad conceptualisation of risk taking did not allow for the relationship to fully express itself and further investigation should continue to explore the relationship between illicit earnings and risk taking. It is also possible that the profits in this growing market may have been sufficient without having to bear the risks associated with international shipping. These forum discussion comments by both domestic and international shippers are suggestive of this possibility: “Even if you only lose one package for every two
you send, you’ll still be rich in no time. There is so much profit to be made here” and the converse: “There are plenty of customers in [country] so there is no need to get international customers”.

These findings contribute to the literature on risk first by conceptualizing the risks to drug dealers through arrests, violence, profits and reputation. These four themes are the most common in the literature but past research had failed so far to combine them into a single, unified conceptualization of risk. We demonstrate, moreover, that many cryptomarket vendors are willing to ship internationally. These vendors are likely to have a varying propensity for risk taking. Given the nature of our ‘digital trace’ methodology, we did not collect self-report data from vendors and therefore were unable to contribute to the research literature documenting psychological factors associated with risk taking. This paper focused on other factors associated with risk taking, namely the availability of opportunities and resources (Black & Ricardo, 1994; Gardner & Steinberg, 2005). In line with past research, we showed that the access to opportunities domestically (wealthier population, higher drug expenditures) reduces the willingness to offer international shipping. Our results suggest that cryptomarket vendors actively navigate the risks they face (Moloney et al., 2015; Johnson & Natarajan, 1995) when deciding how best to evade detections through the shipment of smaller packages. We extend the literature by exploring the relationship between perceived effectiveness of law enforcement and a form of risk taking, offering international shipping. In the case of cryptomarkets, vendors appear to be aware of the level of law enforcement given that international shipping is less common in countries where perceived law enforcement is higher. While some offenders may have faith in their “unique” abilities as McCarthy & Hagan (2005) point out, this is not the case of cryptomarket vendors who limit their risk taking in the face of perceived enforcement.

**Policy implications and limitations**

The main limitation of this paper comes from our inability to determine the true extent of international shipping transactions on SR1. The publicly available data from SR1 allowed us to determine whether the willingness to take on the risk of shipping internationally was present; but not the actual shipping of illicit drugs across borders. As this study focused on risk taking from the supply side, this issue is not as relevant, however, given that the behavior we monitored showed a willingness to take on risk, no matter if the risk was actually taken or not.

A large proportion of all SR1 cryptomarket vendors were willing to offer international shipping. This limited our ability to identify the vendors who were willing to take on the most risks. As such, our results should be interpreted as indicative of a propensity to take on a varying level of risk among cryptomarket vendors. Further research should build on our model to better identify risk takers in cryptomarkets and the variables that may influence risky behaviors.

Another limitation of this paper is the fact that its data come from SR1 and does not take into accounts the diversification of activities on new cryptomarkets. As more and more cryptomarkets emerge, the competition between the different markets has increased. Administrators of cryptomarkets are looking to increase the commissions they earn on each transaction made on their platforms and as such have tried to expand to other areas where illicit goods and services were offered on the Internet including intellectual property, financial fraud and hacking. SR1’s main activities centered on the sale of drugs, so
offenders involved in fraud and hacking would not necessarily be included in our study. Future research should look into the impact of the diversification of activities on cryptomarkets, particularly as it relates to risk. Indeed, vendors involved in different types of illicit goods and services may adopt different behavior depending on their activities. Research on risk taking should therefore make sure to classify vendors according to their online activities.

This paper opens the discussion on the international nature of cryptomarkets and the diffusion of drugs at the international level. We have seen that many vendors are willing to take on the risks of shipping internationally and we can expect this trend to continue moving forward with the expansion of cryptomarkets (Soska & Christin, 2015). This places cryptomarkets firmly into the sight of regulators who are tasked with coordinating the enforcement of drug laws as well as the prevention of drug use. We suggest that monitoring systems be developed and adopted on a larger scale to continue to monitor the activities on cryptomarkets. These systems could be used as early warning systems to better prepare for changes in the evolution of drug use in the different countries and develop prevention programs that target the drugs being sold in these specific countries. We also suggest that risk taking be studied by these systems in order to understand the spread of illicit substances and the impact of enforcement actions on the activities of cryptomarket vendors and users.
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Tables

Table 1: Descriptive statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Willingness to ship internationally</th>
<th>MIN</th>
<th>MAX</th>
<th>MEDIAN</th>
<th>IQR</th>
<th>1%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 1 – Listings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannabis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissociative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecstasy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opioid</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prescription</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precursors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychedelic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stimulant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tobacco</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (grams)</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>100,000.0</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.5-14</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competitive advantage</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>201.0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.3-1.0</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2 – Vendors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5/5 = 71%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor rating</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yearly revenues</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$1,484,334</td>
<td>$7,296</td>
<td>$752-$33,697</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product diversity</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of listings</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2-10</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3 – Countries</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National drug expenditure</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>$105,553</td>
<td>$1,766</td>
<td>$868-$8,571</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(in $ millions USD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived effectiveness of</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.5-0.8</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>law enforcement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP per capita</td>
<td>$1,275</td>
<td>$102,832</td>
<td>$29,880</td>
<td>$6,939-$50,492</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic competition per</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0-11</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000,000 inhabitants</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 IQR stands for interquartile range. Presented here are the first and third quartile.
Table 2: Hierarchical generalized linear model predicting if a listing ships internationally (1) or not (0)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Odds ratio</th>
<th>95% Confidence interval</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 1 – Listings</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (logged)</td>
<td>-0.315</td>
<td>0.969</td>
<td>0.946-0.993</td>
<td>0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competitive advantage (logged)</td>
<td>-0.024</td>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>0.939-1.014</td>
<td>0.207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 2 – Vendors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yearly revenues (logged)</td>
<td>-0.020</td>
<td>0.980</td>
<td>0.934-1.028</td>
<td>0.413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor rating</td>
<td>-0.314</td>
<td>0.730</td>
<td>0.611-0.873</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product diversity</td>
<td>-0.011</td>
<td>0.989</td>
<td>0.927-1.055</td>
<td>0.728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of listings</td>
<td>0.389</td>
<td>1.476</td>
<td>1.221-1.785</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 3 – Environment</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National drug expenditure (logged)</td>
<td>-2.115</td>
<td>0.121</td>
<td>0.052-0.281</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived effectiveness of law enforcement</td>
<td>-16.712</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.000-0.009</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP per capita (logged)</td>
<td>-3.358</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.012-0.102</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic competition per 1,000,000</td>
<td>-0.029</td>
<td>1.029</td>
<td>0.756-1.401</td>
<td>0.849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inhabitants (logged)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Results are with robust standard error estimates and are extracted from the population-average model. The population average model is better suited for the aims of this study because it relates to the overall chance of an event occurring in a population (Nezlek, 2011, p.52). For more information on these specificities, see Raudenbush et al. (2011).
Appendix A – Sampling method and list of countries

We collected our data from the first major cryptomarket, SR1, from September 13th to September 15th 2013. The SR1 dataset, once cleaned, included 7,487 listings from 923 vendors operating in 35 countries, down from the initially collected 11,904 listings. 4,417 listings were removed for the following reasons:

- 50 listings were removed because they advertised holding prices. These holding prices were considerably higher than the price for similar listings and including them in our sample would have affected the reliability of our multilevel model.
- 918 listings were removed because they had unknown origins (the “ship from” country) and could not be nested within a country.
- 3,418 listings were removed because they had either no price or no quantity in grams.
- 27 listings were removed because they were nested in 2 countries (Slovakia and Switzerland) that had no indicator for the perceived effectiveness of law enforcement.
- 4 listings were removed because they were nested in 3 countries (United Arab Emirates, Vatican and Saipan) that had too few listings and vendors to be considered in the model.

The final sample provided data on Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, China, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Ghana, Hong Kong, Hungary, India, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Pakistan, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Singapore, Slovenia, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Thailand, United Kingdom, United States of America and Vietnam.